representation; it can take such a functional-semantic representation as input and produce appropriate written surface sentences (similarly in English, Dutch or French); it can engage in a kind of natural logic reasoning, by which certain sentences entail certain others; and it can "translate" across any of the languages it covers. To support these functionalities, the program includes illustrative (i. e., small) lexicons for each language. These language-specific components are intended to contain a well-contained and very restricted portion of the linguistic knowledge that the program embodies. The book also, in addition to chapters directly devoted to the program components, begins with a general introduction and pointers to further work on computational FG, a short introduction to the essentials of Prolog, and a short (eleven pages) introduction to Functional Grammar itself. Figure 2 (p 23) of this latter chapter presents the Functional Grammar view of syntax in a nutshell. The figure is really a crucial aid to understanding the book at all, and it is worth-while for any prospective reader to examine this figure carefully before going on to look any further. According to FG, clause structure is built up out of the following components. At the most basic level, a "nuclear predication", consisting of features concerning its form (e.g., polarity and voice), its semantic type, and its arguments, may be expanded into a "core predication" by the addition of a grammatical operation of progressive aspect and modifiers of beneficiary, direction, instrument, and manner. This may in turn be expanded into an "extended predication" schema by the grammatical operations tense, polarity, and perfective aspect and modifiers of cognition (such as reasons, conditions, and concessions (p 84)), polarity, time and place. Extended predication schemata are then "closed" by filling in concrete arguments and predicates, as offered by the language-specific lexicons, and then become "propositions" by adding the grammatical operations of modals and modification by "propositional satellites". Finally, this can become a fully specified "clause" by adding an illocutionary operator and, possibly, "illocutionary satellites".
What makes this figure and the chapter as a whole so important is that it is only here that the reader obtains a broad and abstract enough view of the linguistic constructs of FG to be able to interpret the program descriptions that constitute the rest of the book. Each of the main chapters describes a module of the ProfGlot program -for example, that on translation, or on parsing, or on the "universal generator" which contains the Prolog equivalent of the construction procedure for clauses just given. These chapters consist of a very brief overview of the task the module covers, followed by the actual Prolog program rules for performing that task with brief explanations. These chapters are then more accurately seen as "annotated program listings". The linguistic constructs of FG are only visible in these program descriptions in terms of their corresponding Prolog representation. And this is the major obstacle placed in any potential reader's path -an obstacle holding to some extent for all the potential audiences identified above, although for the first group it may well be fatal. As heralded in the title, the implementation is "... in Prolog" and Dik states at the outset that "All FG structures, rules, and principles have been cast in a format than can be interpreted by Prolog" (p 19). Now this could be done in many ways; Prolog is a fully general programming language and so could be programmed to interpret any representation of linguistic facts and rules as long as it is sufficiently well-defined and explicit. Making full use of this capability, the practise of modern computational linguistics is to attempt to bring out computationally the logical organization and theoretical constructs that a linguistic account defines. The aim is to achieve as high a degree of transparency in the computational representation as possible. Ideally a reader should see a linguistic specification, not a computer program.
In contrast to this -and as I will illustrate below to give the prospective reader a good idea of what is to be found on almost every page of the book -the programming style found in Dik's program subordinates itself to Prolog at the lowest possible level, leaving linguistic perspicuity virtually unaddressed. Dik's program retains very much of the flavour of a former generation of computational linguistic experiments, where smaller and less powerful machines placed a premium on getting an account to fit in the computer rather than to fit to the linguist. All linguistic facts in ProfGlot, for example, are represented as Prolog "lists". A list is simply an ordered sequence of elements, where an element is either an atomic (i. e., not further dividable) symbol or another list. Thus, to take one of the simplest cases, the basic verbal predicate kiss, its semantic type, and its possible arguments, is represented thus (p48):
And if this is not so bad, recall that such "nuclear predications" are considerably expanded on their way to becoming clauses, so that the structure Dik gives for 'John kissed the girl' is actually the single list (ρ 171): P4: [[deci,[ee, 14] This structure reflects directly the account of clause construction mentioned above, where a central nucleus is expanded by various operators (the P-marked portions of the list) and modifiers (the S-marked portions of the list). The star denotes that an optional modifier has not been selected.
This might, again, have almost been acceptable in the form shown here, although the LISP programming language convention of employing indentation to indicate depth of embedding in lists, which Dik does not employ, could have improved things further. But the program itself, and thus the set of rules that form the major bulk of the book, operates only with unadorned list structuresi. e., lists with no helpful breakdown into kinds of grammatical operations (P) or modification satellites (S), and with virtually no presentational indication of intended semantics. Thus rules such as the following are the norm (p217):
The apparent complexity of this rule comes from the necessity of taking apart the unadorned list structure. In fact what it does is very simple: it adds the feature subjonc (subjunctive mood) to the list of tense features of an extended predication. If the reader finds this kind of specification intelligible, then there is some hope for following the details of the book. Indeed, when we get through the barrier of the computational representation, we find that the facts and rules being expressed are often, as here, rather straightforward. Most commonly, some input state or structure (labelled A'in this rule) is replaced by some slightly modified structure (labelled XI ). This gives the program something of the feel of a transformational approach, although this was probably not what was intended.
The kinds of representations Dik offers should, then, under no circumstances be read by a member of the first audience group above as being illustrative of how computational linguists go about encoding linguistic theories. Current representations have the advantage of focusing attention on what is important for the linguistic description; the actual content of Dik's basic predicate entry above, for example, resides in the precise nature and interrelations of the types, such as act and anim, and the roles, ag and pt, that may appear. Retrieving these from Dik's coding shows actually a rather small set when compared with many other current computationally implemented linguistic theories -especially those also of a "functional" persuasion, where the number of features of various kinds can run into thousands (e.g., Mann and Matthiessen (1985) , Fawcett and Tucker (1990) ). Part of the problem with Dik's coding may be that the work on computational modelling was begun quite early (cf. Κ wee (1979), Connolly (1986)); another may have been a concern with using a readily available programming language. This latter situation should be significantly improved over the next few years with the increasing availability of linguistic processing tools and workbenches. What would greatly increase the accessibility of the present work is then a further level of coding that provides an interface for the user of the program, from which he or she only sees the linguistic details, not the Prolog.
The direct encoding of linguistic information in Prolog lists and predicates found in Dik's program is, however, not merely a question of style. It neutralises an important distinction between linguistic information and the processing of that information. There is no way for the reader of the program to ascertain whether information is included for implementational reasons or whether it is meant to be part of the linguistic description. This is not avoided, as sometimes seems to be thought, by the "declarative" nature of Prolog that Dik mentions in his brief introduction (p 5). Examples of the range of potential problems this causes range from the trivial to the subtle.
To start with some of the more trivial, in ProfGlot basic predicates are specified for reasons of economy only in terms of sets of most specific features. Thus, in the example above, the semantic type of 'kiss' was act, although in the full specification given for the clause 'John kissed the girl' we can see that the full specification is [act, dyn, contr] . Since, the features "dynamic" and "controlled" are always entailed by the feature "action" (p 70), they are redundant. However, since some rules may depend on these features, they are added into a predicate before that predicate is actually used in constructing a clause. This is expressed in a Prolog predicate just as was the rule that inserted the subjunctive feature above, although the adding of features is, I presume, not itself linguistically significant for FG. Similarly, the ProfGlot module for "generation" produces random abstract clause structures. (It is thus a generation module more in the sense of "generative" syntax than in the computational linguistic sense of "text generation".) In order to do this, it is necessary to make choices arbitrarily. This is achieved by using Prolog predicates that act as random number generators, such as gamble! 1 (p40) and choose-arb-verbj 2 (choose arbitrary verb) (p71). These are, again, probably not intended as significant linguistic statements in their own right. There is also a rule for matching words, match/2 (ρ 178), but this is defined as succeeding when the words have their first two letters in common. Such programming shortcuts are tricks of the trade, but they should certainly be firmly separated from the linguistic statements that one wants to make.
Slightly more subtle is the treatment of dependencies between constituents of the abstract clause structure. Such dependencies, e. g., between tense selection and temporal circumstances, are all handled in the same way: by defining the relevant Prolog predicates to share the depended on pieces of structure as parameters. This means, however, that there can be dependencies between any parts of the structure (and between those parts and anything else). Unless FG takes the theoretical position that anything can depend on anything else without restriction, the mechanism used is far too general for the task at hand. This suggests a certain degree of "underspecification" either in the theory of FG or in the computational implementation. Consider the following (slightly simplified) ProfGlot Prolog predicate definition for the specification of the grammatical operations that construct an extended predication schema from a core predication, which is presumably intended as a linguistically significant statement
This rule says (a) that there is a tense, i. e., something satisfying the ProfGlot rule tense! 1, which is to be labelled by Tense, (b) that there is a polarity, i.e., something satisfying the ProfGlot rule polarity¡2, which is to be labelled by Pol, and (c) that there is a list of two elements constituted by Tense and Pol. Due to the declarative nature of Prolog, the rule is capable both of creating a list of a tense and polarity and of checking that a given list conforms to one construable as a tense and polarity. In addition, a potential dependency between polarity and the particular language being considered is defined by mentioning the current language (labelled by L) as the first parameter given to polarity/2. Thus, according to this quite general rule appearing in the component "Universal Generator", polarity is sensitive to individual language but tense is not. Why this might be the case is not recoverable from this specification and, given the other implementation-specific predicates illustrated above, we are left wondering whether this is a linguistic statement or not. If there are principles concerning which features may be language specific in FG, they find no expression in this rule. If there are no such principles, then the inclusion of L in one of the conditions and not in the other is either a contingent linguistic fact (but then why is it reflected in the supposedly "universal" rules?) or an implementational detail. (The actual reason appears to be that English has "do"-support whereas French and Dutch do not, which is a depressingly particular fact to influence the specification of so general a rule).
Despite all these problems, there are some points of theoretical interest raised by the book, especially in the area of multilingual systems. It is not so clear to me, however, whether these issues are not raised better elsewhere in FG work. The computational implementation described seems not to have helped clarify the underlying theoretical position, or to have been used for asking basic questions of that position. For example, the entire theoretical status of the proposed abstract clause structure appears interesting, but still questionable. The general structure produced by the "Universal Generator", with its types of operations and modifications, is proposed as valid across languages. The particular predicates that are available for filling the structure are, of course, languagespecific; these predicates are given in the language-specific lexicons, where there appears to have been no attempt at sharing information. These "fully specified clauses", with their language-specific predicates, then give rise to surface strings by the application of language-specific "expression rules", followed by "placement rules". The posited language-independent structure of abstract clauses motivates Dik's suggestion that "we can... use the underlying clause structures as an "interlingua" for translation purposes." (p205). Two kinds of translation are in fact supported by ProfGlot: "deep translation" and "true translation". However, the only difference between these appears to be that "true" maintains the active/passive alternation across translations. Why this is called "true" translation is then unclear to me since, even in European languages, preservation of voice will often result in a poor, if not incorrect, translation (examples of what occurs in ProfGlot when translating the beneficiary passive of English, e. g., 'John has been given a book by his mother', into Dutch or French are not reassuring (p 216): 'Le livre a été donné à Jean par Marie'; the result can certainly not be described as being "functionally" very adequate). Thus "true" translation is insufficiently abstract for supporting translation. The level of representation used in "deep" translation, precisely as is the case with the Quasi-Logical Form of the SRI Core Language Engine (e. g., Alshawi et al. (1991) ), the Eurotra Interface Structure (e. g., Kirschmeier-Andersen (1991)), the Penman Sentence Planning Language (e.g., Bateman (1992)), and many others, is meant to be sufficiently far removed from superficial details of syntax, but not so abstract as to be difficult to recover, so that translation is well supported. The extent to which the FG structure fulfills this aim is open to question, but the attempt is no doubt useful. (As is a comparison with other approaches, which is however not undertaken by Dik in this book.) Furthermore, the status of the features that are defined in a multilingual system always raises difficulties. And, here again, Dik's reliance on Prolog for the direct coding of linguistic information has deleterious consequences for the representation of multilingual facts. In a number of cases (e. g., the placement rules (p 136) and the rule for adding mood given above), the ordering of rule satisfaction is relied upon to ensure that the correct language-specific predictions are made. This gives rise to rules with underspecified language restrictions. The addjnood rule above is, in fact, only relevant for French although this is not stated anywhere in the rule itself. The need to mix language specific and general rules in places (e. g., a rule for French in the Universal Generator (p 84)) is also very likely a partial consequence of this. Another problem is that features only relevant for one language find their way into the descriptions of others. One such case is ordering, where multilingual generality has taken precedence over descriptions of individual languages (e.g., position 5 is defined either only for French clitics (p 135) or only for Danish (p 138): the text is inconsistent on this point). A further case is the occurrence of grammatical gender features in the rules for English (e. g., ρ 112 and ρ 178) since the list structures involved, in this case [DEF, Ν UM, GEN] , use the order of elements in the list to encode the kind of information expressed and these lists are used by the rules of more than one language. For languages lacking even number and determiners, such structures must appear quite inappropriate.
One general way of characterising these problems is as follows: an ideal multilingual description should satisfy two criteria, integration of resources and integrity of resources. That is, not only are language descriptions shared as far as possible, but also the particular language descriptions should maintain their own integrity as individual language descriptions as far as possible. Dik's account, as many others, sacrifices integrity in favour of integration. This is not, however, a necessary property of multilingual systems, as the outline of a multilingual account maintaining both integration and integrity given by, e. g., Matthiessen et al. (1992) shows.
Three further issues of possible interest raised in the book are, very briefly, the following.
First, as mentioned above, ProfGlot uses a placement list for representing word order. A list of 16 positions is posited, and rules take specified components of the abstract clause structure to particular positions. This is analogous to the approach taken in the computational generation system of Fawcett and Tucker (1990) , although this systems proposes over 100 positions just for English. The question of how Dik can find an adequate description with only 16 positions could then be interesting. Also, the 16 position model is proposed as multilingually valid (although here again Dik admits that there is a slight complication of the individual grammars in favour of multilingual applicability (p 135)).
Second, ProfGlot provides a rather non-traditional form of parser. The procedure implementing this parser works left to right, trying to find instances of the structures that are licensed by the expression rules of a language. The Prolog rules of the expression component are used directly by the Prolog rules for parsing. It is, therefore, necessary to know which expression rules are defined for a language, which weakens somewhat Dik's claim that the parser is independent of particular languages. Interestingly, the parser does not seem to use the placement rules and as a consequence does not parse exactly the same clauses as are generated. Some sentences it parses incorrectly (pp201-3); others, not generated by the grammars given, are parsed correctly. Dik suggests that this kind of parsing may by psychologically more plausible than full structure recovery.
And third, FG provides a functional representation of clauses that is structurally defined. In functional approaches where the notion of structure is less emphasised (e.g., systemic-functional approaches), there have been problems with achieving parsing modules. Dik's representation of function in structure makes the parsing problem significantly easier (cf. (ρ 172)), if the structure provided is adequate. However, the functional information given in a more fully "functional" grammatical description (e.g., Halliday (1985) ) would suggest that the simple Dik-style abstract structure may leave too many functional issues unrecognised. But this is certainly an interesting area of debate.
All of these issues, and the treatment of multilinguality, are worth considering, but the form of their presentation in this book does more to obscure their details than to clarify them. Nevertheless, perhaps one useful function of a book such as this, over and above its original intentions, is to enable a more objective comparison of approaches. Many of the rules given in Prolog form in ProfGlot turn out to be quite (too?) simple once the apparent complexity of the poor representation is stripped away. There are many specific case rules (e. g., many of the parsing rules) which may be good candidates for generalisation. The current move in computational linguistics towards "information-based" accounts is in part based on the realisation that what is important about a linguistic description is the nature of the linguistic information, and the kinds of relationships among that information, that it posits. Particular ways of presenting, or representing, that information are more superficial. Providing a computational representation is one way of getting a clearer view of the information and relationships that an account really requires. This can then be compared and contrasted more easily with other accounts. From this perspective, some of the "differences" of FG are placed in a new light and we are in a better position to see just what is unique to a theory and what, more often, is not. 
